Summary Writing Scaffolding
Step 1: Writing an Introduction (intervention)

I read the book ____________________________________________. It was written by _________________________________. This book is a ______________________ (fiction or nonfiction) book.
Summary Writing Scaffolding
Steps 2 & 3: Writing About the Book (intervention)

The main character in this book is ________________________________.

Three important traits the character shows are ________________________________,
__________________________________, and ________________________________.

Another important character is ________________________________. This book takes place ___________________________________. The main problem in this book is _______________________________________. The solution to the problem is ______________________
Summary Writing Scaffolding
Steps 2 & 3: Recommendation & Conclusion (intervention)

I ______________________________ (would or would not) recommend that you read this book. I ______________________________ (liked or did not like) this book because _________________________________________________________________.

Name: ___________________________ Date: ___________________________